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High-entropy alloys (HEAs) composed of multiple-principal elements with (nearly) equimolar
ratio establish a new conceptual framework for alloy design and hold a promise for extensive
applications in industry, akin to the controlled expansion alloys (CEAs), such as Invar alloys.
Spontaneously, one question emerges - would it be possible to synthesize a novel class of
alloys combining the virtues of both CEAs and HEAs? Here, we report the pressure-induced
magnetovolume effect in the body-centered-cubic CoCrFeAl HEA coupled with magnetic
phase transitions from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic, and to non-magnetic states, originating from the successive collapses of local magnetic moments of Co and Fe. The observed
magnetovolume anomalies, occurring in a progressive way, tailor appreciably the coefﬁcient
of thermal expansion of CoCrFeAl. These results further strengthen HEAs’ anticipated
potential for designing multifunctional materials in virtue of their multiple outstanding
properties, and reveal possible routes for their future synthesis.
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iscoveries of new materials with excellent properties
promoted the advancements of civilization. Metals and
their alloys, in particular, have been the dominating
enabling sources for thousands of years. However, in order to
develop new alloys, an ever-repeating strategy—mixing one
principal metallic element with the addition of minor propertytuning elements—has been applied since the Bronze Age. In the
perspective of positioning in the compositional phase diagram,
conventional alloys have been conﬁned to the vicinities of their
uni-elemental corners until 2004, when Yeh et al.1 and Cantor
et al.2 proposed a novel approach to design alloys composed of
multiple-principal elements in a (nearly) equimolar ratio. This
novel class of alloys has been coined as high-entropy alloys
(HEAs), stressing the high-conﬁguration-entropy effect, originally believed to represent the reason why HEAs crystallize into a
chemically disordered simple structure (bcc, fcc, and hcp) rather
than forming intermetallic compounds1. This revolutionary
concept advances material scientists to the center—hitherto a no
man’s land—of the compositional phase diagram. The newly
developed HEAs display superior properties compared to the
conventional alloys, including an exceptional mechanical performance at cryogenic3 and high temperatures4, excellent
strength5, and high resistance to corrosion6. Also reported are
their intriguing electronic7, magnetic8, superconducting9, and
catalytic10 properties. Consequently, HEAs attract intense and
increasing attention because of immense potential applications11–13.
Nonetheless, the immaturity in the synthesis process and a lack of
fundamental understanding of properties hinders HEAs from
ﬁnding their way from laboratory to market, calling for further
investigations.
Controlled expansion alloys (CEAs) are widely used when the
thermal expansion of designed engineered structures needs to be
critically considered. Among the CEAs, Invar alloys represent the
most common ones. Invar alloys were discovered by Guillaume in
189714, and were characterized by anomalously small thermal
expansion in a certain temperature range, i.e., Invar effect, which
has various industrial applications. However, the underlying
mechanism of the Invar effect still represents a longstanding
controversy15–19. In an attempt to explain the effect, Weiss proposed the 2γ model where the unusual thermal expansion originating from the anharmonicity of the lattice vibration was
compensated by the volume collapse of Fe atoms during the high
spin to low-spin transition15. Later, Van Schilfgaarde et al.16
considered that the usual thermal expansion was counteracted by
a gradual volume decrease during the continuous transformation
of the direction of magnetic moment—from the parallel to the
non-collinear conﬁguration. Nevertheless, both the 2γ and the
non-collinear models attribute the Invar effect to the mutual
dependence on magnetism and volume, the so-called magnetovolume effect.
Bearing the prominent properties of Invar alloys and HEAs in
mind, an interesting question arises—is it possible to synthesize
materials, which possess combined merits of both classes of these
extraordinary alloys? In the present study, by employing the
techniques of in situ high-pressure X-ray diffraction (XRD) and
ab initio calculation, we report the observation of the magnetovolume effect in CoCrFeAl HEA. Upon hydrostatic compression,
CoCrFeAl undergoes a magnetic moment collapse—from ferromagnetic (FM), to paramagnetic (PM), and to non-magnetic
(NM) state—while retaining the bcc crystal structure throughout
the entire experimental pressure range up to 61 GPa. Decompressing the NM state results in a direct transformation into the
FM state. The volume collapse during the PM to NM phase
transition is large enough to counteract the effect of anharmonicity of lattice vibrations, thus leading to a very small coefﬁcient
of thermal expansion (CTE). The magnetovolume effect in
2

CoCrFeAl HEA turns out to be sensitive to the degree of nonhydrostaticity, and the magnetic phase transition pathways differ
during the compression and decompression cycles. The results of
this study show that the newly-emerged HEAs exhibit intriguing
and potentially useful properties worth to be investigated further.
They also reveal the future possibility of designing promising
Invar high-entropy alloys (IHEAs), which combine outstanding
properties of Invar alloy and HEAs.
Results
Stability of the bcc structure. The composition of the synthesized sample was analyzed by energy-dispersive X-ray ﬂuorescence spectroscopy (EDS) method, and the results indicated the
average composition is Co0.249Cr0.228Fe0.240Al0.282 (Supplementary Fig. 1), close to the nominal composition. For simplicity, we
use nominal composition CoCrFeAl in the following discussion.
Combining the diamond anvil cell (DAC) and synchrotron-based
XRD techniques, the crystal-structure evolution of the CoCrFeAl
HEA at high pressures was investigated up to 61 GPa using different pressure transmitting media (PTM, Ne, and NaCl). More
information is provided in the Methods section. At ambient
pressure, the CoCrFeAl HEA crystallizes in the single bcc phase.
This bcc CoCrFeAl HEA remains stable up to 61 GPa during the
complete cycles of compression and decompression, regardless of
the type of PTM used (Figs. 1 and 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2).
The typical XRD patterns at selected pressures in the hydrostatic
run are shown in Fig. 1. All the diffraction peaks from the bcc
CoCrFeAl HEA shift towards higher 2θ angles with increasing
pressure, as expected from the pressure-induced volume reduction. Neither peak disappearance nor new peak growths were
observed, except for the reﬂections from the Re gasket and Ne
PTM. The ab initio calculation (Supplementary Fig. 3) predicts
that the bcc CoCrFeAl is thermodynamically stable over the fcc
and hcp structures up to 60 GPa at 300 K, consistent with the
present experimental results.
Anomalous compressive behavior. Although the bcc lattice of
CoCrFeAl has been found stable in three independent runs up to
61 GPa, its pressure (P)–volume (V) data points show subtle
kinks (Fig. 2), especially at 41–50 GPa during the hydrostatic
decompression. The existence of these kinks makes it impossible
to ﬁt the P–V data using one single equation of state (EOS) and
indicates potential magnetic or electronic phase transitions of bcc
CoCrFeAl at high pressures. To illustrate these kinks, the local
bulk modulus (K=−V(dP/dV)) is calculated using the following
procedure20: Every ﬁve adjacent experimental P–V data points
were ﬁtted linearly to get the slope (dP/dV) of the central point,
and consequently the local bulk modulus. The calculated local
bulk modulus as a function of pressure is displayed in Fig. 3a.
Pronounced kinks stand out at ~12, ~21, ~24, and ~32 GPa. In
addition, the anomalous diffraction peak width (full-width at
half-maximum, FWHM) of the strongest (110) peak as a function
of pressure (Fig. 3b) supports the existence of phase transitions.
In high-pressure XRD experiments, the FWHM variation is
mainly contributed by the micro-strain of the sample21, especially
for the present disordered and distorted HEAs sample. The
observed peak width anomaly reﬂects the micro-strain evolution
of CoCrFeAl upon compression, originating from the competition between the pressure-induced volume reduction and the free
volume release during the potential phase transitions.
Magnetic phase transition. Previous investigations on iron-based
alloys (FeAl alloy) indicate that chemically disordered alloys that
exhibit larger volumes favor the FM state22. For the bcc CoCrFeAl HEA with the largest chemical disorder, the addition of the
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of CoCrFeAl high-entropy alloy
(HEA). In situ high-pressure XRD patterns collected during hydrostatic
compression and decompression are presented. The labeled pressures are
determined from the ruby ﬂuorescence36. Solid dots, triangles, and pluses
indicate the diffraction peaks from bcc CoCrFeAl HEA, Re gasket, and neon
pressure medium, respectively. CoCrFeAl retains the bcc structure
throughout the entire experimental runs.

large Al atom enlarges the free volume of Fe atoms. Moreover, a
very recent theoretical calculation predicts that, upon the Al
content increases, the CoCrFeNi-based HEA transforms from the
PM state (fcc CoCrFeNi) to the FM state (bcc CoCrFeNiAl) at
room temperature23. Consequently, for the bcc CoCrFeAl HEA
that possesses both high Al content and large chemical disorder,
the FM state at room temperature is expected.
Magnetic susceptibility measurements demonstrate that CoCrFeAl adopts a FM state at the ambient condition with the Curie
temperature of ~470 K (Fig. 4). The performed theoretical
calculations reveal a consistent result—the FM state represents
the most stable state with the Curie temperature of ~500 K
(Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4). For the sake of providing further
insights into the FM properties of CoCrFeAl, the magnetic
moment (Fig. 5a), electronic density of states (spin-polarized
DOS, Fig. 6), and exchange interaction between alloy components
(see Methods for detail, Supplementary Fig. 5) are also calculated.
The ferromagnetism of CoCrFeAl mainly originates from the FM
interactions of the nearest-neighbor Fe–Fe, Fe–Co, and Co–Co
pairs (Supplementary Fig. 5). Al makes a negligible contribution
to the magnetism of bcc CoCrFeAl, while the magnetic state of Cr
is anti-FM and thus strongly destabilizes the FM order. Although
the local magnetic moment of Cr is altered by the neighboring
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atoms24, and the addition of Al may suppress the anti-FM order
of Cr by altering its DOS near the Fermi level25, the antiparallel
Cr moments turn out to be primarily responsible for the small
Curie temperature of the alloy compared to that of pure Fe and
Co. The theoretical calculations are solely ab initio, without any
experimental inputs.
To investigate the underlying mechanism of the compressive
anomaly, the energy difference between the FM, PM, and NM
states of bcc CoCrFeAl have been calculated. The results indicate
that their energy differences decrease with increasing pressure
(Supplementary Fig. 3a). Furthermore, the Curie temperature of
the FM CoCrFeAl decreases with pressure and falls below room
temperature at high pressure (∼250 K at 60 GPa, Supplementary
Fig. 4). Thus the FM to PM magnetic state phase transition is
expected in CoCrFeAl at high pressure and room temperature
according to the theoretical results. Upon further increase in
pressure, the local magnetic moments of all the component atoms
collapse to zero at ~60 GPa, i.e., the CoCrFeAl transforms to an
NM state at higher pressures. This pressure-induced sequence of
FM–PM–NM magnetic state transitions provides a viable
explanation for the observed compressive anomaly in the present
study. The isothermal EOS at 300 K of FM, PM, and NM phases
of CoCrFeAl up to 60 GPa were calculated and are illustrated in
Fig. 2. At corresponding pressures, the FM state occupies the
largest average atomic volume while the NM state has the smallest
one. Roughly, the experimental hydrostatic compression P–V
data points agree with the calculated FM EOS at low pressure, the
PM EOS at moderate pressure, and the NM EOS at high pressure
(Fig. 2). In order to determine the equilibrium volume (V0) and
isothermal bulk modulus (K0) at ambient pressure, experimental
data points were ﬁtted with the Vinet EOS26. In the pressure
range of 0–10 GPa, the P–V data are well reproduced using V0 =
12.062 Å3 per atom, K0 = 144.62 GPa with its pressure derivative
ﬁxed at K′0 = 4. Considering uncertainties, this experimental bulk
modulus agrees reasonably well with the estimated values of
153.75 GPa using the additivity law27. In the pressure range of
50–61 GPa (the pure NM state), we obtain V0 = 11.727 Å3 per
atom, K0 = 190.09 GPa with K′0 ﬁxed at 4. These results
demonstrate that the NM state has a smaller equilibrium volume.
In the pressure range 0–43 GPa during decompression, the
CoCrFeAl HEA adopts a pure FM state (as discussed below). The
ﬁtted EOS parameters are V0 = 12.019 Å3 per atom, K0 = 179.12
GPa, and K′0 = 4.26, consistent with the calculated EOS of the
FM phase at 300 K (V0 = 12.047 Å3 per atom, K0 = 167.10 GPa,
and K′0 = 4.52). These EOS parameters are listed in Table 1.
According to the above discussions, we suggest that CoCrFeAl
undergoes a sequence of magnetic state phase transitions from
FM state, to PM state, and to NM state under hydrostatic
compression. However, upon the hydrostatic decompression,
CoCrFeAl transfers from the NM state to FM state directly,
omitting the PM state according to the isothermal EOS data
(Fig. 2). Under non-hydrostatic compression, CoCrFeAl transforms from FM to PM state, without entering the NM state up to
55 GPa. During the following decompression, CoCrFeAl transforms back to the FM state below 42 GPa, signifying that the
degree of non-hydrostaticity has a signiﬁcant effect on the
magnetic state transition of CoCrFeAl. The magnetic state
transformation sequence under the non-hydrostatic condition is
also conﬁrmed by the experiment using NaCl as the PTM
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The transition sequence of CoCrFeAl,
along with magnetic moments calculated for the case of
hydrostatic compression, is summarized in Fig. 5.
The pressure dependence of the local bulk modulus (Fig. 3a)
and the diffraction peak width (Fig. 3b), both show that the
magnetic state transition of CoCrFeAl HEA during the hydrostatic compression includes several steps. The onset pressures of
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Fig. 2 Pressure dependence of the average atomic volume. The ruby ﬂuorescence36 and neon equation of state (EOS)39 are used as a pressure gauge in the
hydrostatic (a) and non-hydrostatic runs (b), respectively. The error bar of the measured average atomic volume is smaller than its symbol size. The
hydrostatic volume data are ﬁtted using the Vinet EOS in three different pressure ranges (solid lines). For comparison, the calculated EOSs of CoCrFeAl in
ferromagnetic, paramagnetic, and non-magnetic states at 300 K are also presented (dash-dotted lines). The parameters of the EOS are listed in Table 1

the transition, visually read from Fig. 3a, b, are roughly consistent
with each other. However, according to the procedure used to
calculate the local bulk modus, four other adjacent data points
affect the local bulk modulus at speciﬁc pressure, thus the phase
transition pressure read from Fig. 3a lags behind the real
transition pressure. Consequently, in the ensuing discussion, we
use the onset pressures of the phase transition from Fig. 3b, which
may reﬂect the phase transition instantly.
Interpreting the experimental observations with the help of ab
initio calculations, we suggest that, under hydrostatic compression up to 61 GPa (Fig. 3a, b), the bcc CoCrFeAl HEA undergoes
the following magnetic transitions in three stages:
In the pressure range 0–16 GPa, CoCrFeAl gradually transforms from the initial FM to PM state. From 0 to ~10 GPa, the
alloy remains in the FM state. Both the local bulk modulus and
FWHM of the (110) diffraction peak increase monotonically with
increasing pressure. The pressure-induced micro-strain accounts
for the diffraction peak width increase. From ~10 to ~16 GPa, the
local bulk modulus decreases slightly to begin with, then increases
again with increasing pressure, while the FWHM of the (110)
diffraction peak remains constant. Such a pressure-induced lattice
softening has also been reported in Fe–Ni17 and
Cd1−xMnxGeAs228 Invar alloys, originating from their magnetic
structure relaxation16. Furthermore, the previous study29 indicates that the Fe–Fe interatomic distance di controls the magnetic
coupling between Fe atoms with the critical value of 2.45 Å: for di
< 2.45 Å, the magnetic moments favor antiparallel coupling,
whereas for di > 2.45 Å the preferred coupling is parallel.
According to the present P–V data, the nearest-neighbor distance
in bcc CoCrFeAl reaches 2.45 Å at around 10 GPa, from where
the material gradually transforms from the FM to the PM state.
4

At this stage, the population of the PM state increases at the
expense of the FM state. Because the PM state has a smaller
volume (Fig. 2), both the pressure effect and magnetic transition
account for the volume decrease. The free volume release from
the FM to PM state transition compensates the pressure-induced
micro-strain in the sample, thus the diffraction peak width of the
sample remains almost constant in this range. According to the
DOS calculation, the most pronounced change across this FM to
PM phase transition is that the partial density of states of Co
becomes highly symmetric (Fig. 6). The high-spin (HS) to the
low-spin (LS) transition causes a major magnetic moment
decrease by 70% at 10 GPa, from 1.22µB for HS to 0.37µB for
LS at 10 GPa (Fig. 5a). With further increases in pressure, the
magnetic moment of Co vanishes at around 18 GPa. By
comparison, the magnetic moment of Fe decreases by only 12%
(from 2.00µB to 1.76µB at 10 GPa). Accordingly, the magnetovolume effect of CoCrFeAl in this range accompanies the HS to LS
transition of Co, not Fe as proposed by the 2γ model15.
In the second stage, spanning pressure range 16–31 GPa, a
gradual transformation from the PM to the NM state takes place.
From ~16 to ~23 GPa, the local bulk modulus decreases slowly
with increasing pressure. However, the FWHM of the (110)
diffraction peak increases steeply as a function of pressure. At this
stage, the sample remains in the PM state. The pressure effect
solely accounts for the volume decrease of the sample, and as the
micro-strain in the sample increase quickly, so does the
diffraction peak width. From ~23 to ~31 GPa, the local bulk
modulus increases slowly with increasing pressure. In this
pressure range, the FWHM of the (110) diffraction peak decreases
drastically. Both the pressure effect and magnetic transition
account for the volume decrease during this range. However, the
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micro-strain released by the magnetic transition is larger than
that induced by the compression effect, which is why the peak
width decreases overall. At this stage, the sample transforms from
the PM to NM state. This transition is accompanied with
a magnetic moment collapse of Fe (Fig. 5a) and contributes to the
magnetovolume anomaly of CoCrFeAl in this pressure range.
Finally, in the pressure range 31–61 GPa, the alloy remains in
the NM state. Both the local bulk modulus and FWHM of the
(110) diffraction peak increase monotonically with increasing
pressure. The material is in the pure NM state. Only the pressure
effect accounts for the volume decrease of the sample, and as the
micro-strain in the sample increases again, so does the diffraction
peak width.
The observed FM–PM and PM–NM transitions are of the ﬁrst
order because of the associated volume reduction (Fig. 2).
However, as it takes 6 and 8 GPa, respectively, to be completed,
both transitions are sluggish. A similar sluggishness has been
reported in the fcc to hcp transitions of CoCrFeMnNi HEA30,31

and CoCrFeNi32. Tracy et al.31 considered that the sluggish
nature of transition in CoCrFeMnNi HEA originated from the
rising energy barrier associated with stacking fault formation
upon pressure increase, akin to the fcc to hcp phase transition of
Ar. On the other hand, Zhang et al.32 argued that a pressureinduced kinetic inhibition of the atomic motion caused the
sluggish phase transition of CoCrFeAl at high pressure. However,
in the present case of CoCrFeAl, no crystal lattice
reconstruction is involved in the course of transition. We
speculate that the sluggish nature of phase transition, not only
structural phase transition, but also magnetic and/or electronic
phase transitions, is a general phenomenon in HEAs and may
arise from inherent properties of HEAs, for example, the local
energy ﬂuctuations originating from the intrinsic chemical
disorder in HEAs33.
Anomalous CTE at high temperatures. The ensuing question is
how the volume collapse during the magnetic phase transition
inﬂuences the CTE of CoCrFeAl HEA. To address this point, we
measured the temperature dependence of the linear CTE up to
820 K (Fig. 7). The CTE of CoCrFeAl exhibits two deviations
from a regular behavior: (1) from 430 to 720 K, the CTE remains
almost a constant. We consider this anomaly arises from the
FM–PM phase transition—the anharmonic lattice expansion is
offset partly by the volume collapse during the FM–PM phase
transition (Fig. 7). The upper temperature agrees reasonably well
with the measured Curie temperature of CoCrFeAl (Fig. 4). (2)
From 720 to 770 K, the CTE decreases with increasing temperature, reaching almost zero at around 770 K. Meanwhile, the
sample length stays practically constant in the range 760–775
K (Fig. 7). This is reminiscent of an Invar effect. We interpret the
second anomaly to originate from the PM–NM phase transition,
in which the lattice expansion is counterbalanced entirely by the
volume collapse during the magnetic transition. These results
agree with the calculated equilibrium volume collapses during
magnetic phase transitions at ambient pressure (Table 1). The
FM–PM volume collapse is ΔV1 = VFM − VPM = 0.056 Å3, while
the PM–NM volume collapse is ΔV2 = VPM − VNM = 0.352 Å3
which is about 6.3 times higher than ΔV1.
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Fig. 6 The density of states. a Spin-polarized total density of states of CoCrFeAl high-entropy alloy in the bcc structure below the Fermi level (EF). b Partial
density of states (PDOS) of Fe. c PDOS of Cr. d PDOS of Co. e PDOS of Al. For PM state, partial densities of state for Co↓, Cr↓, Fe↓, and Al↓ are identical to
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Hysteresis during the decompression and non-hydrostatic
effect. The decompression behavior of CoCrFeAl is reversible
in the high-pressure range (42–61 GPa), while it does not follow
the same behavior as during compression in the lower pressure
6

range (Fig. 2). In the low-pressure range of 0–42 GPa, the average
atomic volume of the sample is larger during decompression than
that during compression. The reason is that during compression
and decompression, the sample possesses a different FM/PM ratio
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Table 1 EOS parameters of CoCrFeAl
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at the same pressures—where a higher FM/PM ratio results in a
larger volume. However, the volume difference decreases with
decreasing pressure and almost vanishes at ambient pressure,
indicating the sample returns fully to the FM state at ambient
pressure. In the pressure range of 0–42 GPa, the P–V data during
decompression can be well ﬁtted by the Vinet EOS26, with V0 =
12.019 Å3 per atom, K0 = 179.12 GPa, and its pressure derivative
K′0 = 4.26. The compression/decompression equilibrium volumes
V0 are mutually consistent. However, the isothermal bulk
modulus K0 and its pressure derivative are larger during
decompression than their corresponding values obtained during
compression.
As shown in Fig. 2, the average atomic volume of CoCrFeAl
under non-hydrostatic compression is larger than that under
hydrostatic compression. However, when decompressed to
pressures below 42 GPa, the average atomic volumes determined
from both hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic runs are mutually
consistent. The pressure dependencies of the FWHM of the (110)
diffraction peak under hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic compressions differ (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 6). These results can
be understood by considering that different pathways are
followed in the phase transitions, as shown in Fig. 5. In the
hydrostatic run, the followed phase transition sequence reads
FM–PM–NM, while upon decompression the NM state transforms directly into the FM state. On the other hand, in the nonhydrostatic run, the NM state is absent up to 55 GPa. These
results indicate that not only the degree of hydrostaticity but also
the compression/decompression history affects the pathways of
the magnetic state transitions in CoCrFeAl HEA. The pressure
hysteresis during compression and decompression implies that
the PM and/or NM phases are metastable34. The phase transition
pathways which involve metastable phases are substantially
affected by the degree of hydrostaticity, the compression and
decompression history, as well as rate, and sample condition
(single crystal/powder, impurities) (see ref. 35 and references
therein).
Discussion
The magnetovolume effect is discovered in CoCrFeAl HEA by
in situ high-pressure XRD techniques with the assistance of ab

CTE (×10–6/K)

16
12
8
4
0
–4
–8
500
600
Temperature (K)

Fig. 7 Linear thermal expansion of CoCrFeAl. a Sample length change Δl =
lt − l0 as a function of temperature. b Linear physical coefﬁcient of thermal
expansion (CTE) (α = (1/lt)(d(lt − l0)/dt)) as a function of temperature.
The gray signal is the raw data and the cyan signal is the smoothed data.
The orange line is a guide for the eyes

initio calculations. The calculations reveal that the experimentally
observed phase transitions are of magnetic origin and result from
the collapse of local magnetic moments of Co and Fe. The large
volume decrease during the PM to NM transition results in a
dramatically reduced CTE at high temperature, evoking an Invarlike behavior, though only in a very narrow temperature range.
Moreover, the FM to PM and the PM to NM phase transition
temperatures can be pressure-tuned to the ambient temperature,
suggesting a potential way of tuning the temperature range of the
magnetovolume anomaly, and conceivably of the Invar effect.
This work also reveals the possibility of designing and synthesizing extraordinary IHEAs in the future.
Methods
Synchrotron XRD. The CoCrFeAl HEAs with a nominal molar ratio were prepared by the arc melting method in a high purity argon atmosphere. The chemical
composition and the homogeneity of the synthesized sample were examined by the
EDS analysis (see Supplementary Fig. 1). Small fragments of CoCrFeAl were
produced by scraping the synthesized bulk materials with a ﬁne rasp, then a tiny
piece of appropriate size (∼30 µm) was selected, and loaded into the sample
chamber of DAC. Three runs of in situ high-pressure XRD experiments were
carried out under hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic conditions, respectively.
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In the hydrostatic run, diamond anvils with 200 μm culet size were mounted on
the symmetric cells to generate high pressure. The Re gasket with an initial
thickness of 250 μm was indented to 30 μm, and a sample chamber with a diameter
of 80 μm was drilled in the center of the pre-indented hole. The sample with a
typical size of ~30 μm was loaded into the sample chamber, along with tiny ruby
balls serving as pressure gauge36 and neon as a PTM. The in situ high-pressure
angle-dispersive XRD experiments were carried out at the Extreme Conditions
Beamline (ECB) P02.2 (ref. 37), PETRA III, Hamburg, Germany. The pressure in
the sample chamber was varied using the membrane control system, and
monitored by the online ruby system. The incident X-rays were monochromatized
to 42.68 keV corresponding to a wavelength of 0.2905 Å. The beam was focused to
a size of 1.25 μm (vertical) × 2.44 μm (horizontal) (FWHM) by Kirkpatrick–Baez
mirrors. Two-dimensional diffraction images were collected using the fast area
XRD 1621 (Perkin Elmer) 2D detector (2048 × 2048 pixels, 200 µm × 200 µm pixel
size) with a typical exposure time of 30 s. The distance from the sample to the
detector and the detector’s geometric parameters were calibrated by the CeO2
standard (674b from the National Institute of Standards).
Two independent non-hydrostatic runs were also performed in order to
evaluate the effect of non-hydrostaticity. The DACs and the sample assemblies
were similar to the hydrostatic run, although T301 stainless steel gaskets and
different PTMs (neon and NaCl) were used. In the neon run, the sample chamber
collapsed after the gas loading, causing the sample to bridge the anvils. The sample
was thus compressed non-hydrostatically despite the presence of a soft PTM neon.
These two runs of experiments were performed at the Advanced Photon Source of
Argonne National Laboratory, beamline 13BM-C, GSECARS38. The incident X-ray
beam was monochromatized to 28.57 keV (wavelength of 0.4340 Å) and focused to
a spot size of 18 μm (vertical) × 12 μm (horizontal) (FWHM). The diffraction
patterns were collected by the MAR165 CCD detector (2048 × 2048 pixels, 79 µm ×
79 µm pixel size). The distance from the sample to the detector and the detector’s
geometric parameters were calibrated by the NIST 660a LaB6 standard. The EOS of
neon and NaCl39 were used as pressure scales respectively in these two runs.
All the measurements were conducted at room temperature. The twodimensional diffraction patterns were integrated by Dioptas40 in order to obtain
the 2θ–intensity curves for a further analysis. The software Fityk41 was used to ﬁt
and resolve the overlapped diffraction peaks by applying the Voigt-proﬁle peak
function. The parameters of the EOS of CoCrFeAl in different states were
determined by the EosFit7-GUI software42.
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